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The TransactiQnal Analysis Model: Modified and Extended'

OVERVIEW

This paper, theoretical in, nature, willattempt:,.to explore

the implications of some modifications and extensions of

the Transactional Analysis theory of personality. These:

are based upon a series of fourteen pplicit assumptions

which will be stated below.

The term "Ego State" has been used in Transactional Analysis

to designate both a structural and functional unit of the

personality. The term "State" structurally refers to a .unit

or division of the personality and functionally to a condition

of that unit. By definition, this includes only one of the

structural units, Parent, Adult, or Child.

In contrast,.in this paperthe structural unit will be

referred, to as an Ego Sub-System which, in turn, can be

fur ther differentiated into smaller sub-units in a manner ..

similar to those in Lewin's Fieldheory. The functional

unit' is very similar to Berne's definition of an Ego State as

"A dbndistent pattern of feeling and experience directly

related to a corresponlirig consistent pattern of behavior".

This unit will be referred to as an Ego, State Role:. In a"'

trvsaction, the characteristics of the role in which the

person is then functioning depend upon*the degree to which

'the various sub -units of the three 'Sub-Systems have been

activated. Depending ipon the momentary,-dynamic conditions

i of the total personality and the conditions of the environ-

ment with which, it is interacting, one or more sub-units of

the'Sub-Systems may be sufficiently activated to influence

the Ego State Role. While one sub-unit may be most influential,

others also make a contribution to the nature f the

transaction'. '

.ta
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As the Ego Sub-Systems become increasingly differentiated

into sub-units through maturation .and learning, more complex

t
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and varied behavior becomes possible: As differentiation

increases, there is a.corresponding need for increased'

organization of bath' the Fub-Systems and total'persorlality

if ,they are to function in an Integrated fashioh. The

Ego 'State Role is the mechanism whereby the sub -units of the

.Ego Sub-Systems are organized into relatively stable functional-
units. .

Finally, the. survival value -9f guilt and

briefly xplored in evolutiAary terms.

anxiety will.be

Asstriptioen I: The human pFycHe consists of three major units

or aivisipns'referred to as Ego Sub- Systems; these are all

muttially!contiguous structurally and functionally. rather than

haviiig the Adult located betWeen and separating the Parent

andiCld. (See Figure 1)

1
Assilption II: More than one Sub-System may be, and typicallyl.

is, 'active at a time, and each contribues to the quality

of toe transaction.

- Assumption IIIt The.contribution of each Sub-System and

its relative, importance in influencing the characteristics

of the transaction are variable because of the dynamic

quality the Sub - Systems.

Assumptt IV: All st.,ounits of,any Sub- System are not

activelyiiinvolved in any gijen transaction but only those

necessarVto conduct the transaction.

The folio ing example, is a description, not an explanation,

of trah ction sequence; the rationale will be discussed

later. A hungry boy comes to his mother for food; both
.

his Needy Child and Adult are active, a bipartite Ego State

Role. The boy is responding to the biological neeaS irk his

Child,./ant this provides the motivating force. for initiating

the tranSactkon. The Adult. is also active.siace the cognitive

Processes of the Adult:6re involved in the lqoy's going to

hi mother rather than to his younger sifter, his pet tog,
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or the mailman. The,boy 4s behaving in what heihas learned-

to be the most. probable f of getting food. The mother in

is responding from IA three Subr Systems, a tripartite

Ego State Role, The Nun uring unit of her Parent 'has.beOn.,

energized in response t her own,Neeay Child having first

been activated by an emOathib process. This hAs to do with

reciprocity .of Roles w4chwill bestated.in Assumption XI.

*She knows and remembe4'what,it is like to, be hungry and
.

helplesi because she herself has experienced that condition.
. %

(SeeFigure 2). Her Adult has been activated in:response to

the tension within the Nurturing*Parent to do something.
, 4

She then takes approp:riate,steps to feed her son, *if, her

Nurturirig Parent has peen suffi-ciently activated.

However;.' if the mothe,:iS tired or irritaDle so that her,

empathic response h'er son's Needy Child is dimini4hed,

sinsted of respdndinOroni'her'Needy Child/Nurturing Parent/

Adult,, her tnadeq).late,Feelini (tbiepreferred nomencature:for

. Hurt tr.Vulnerable) Ohild maybe activated:' This in turn.

will .activate'heriCr4icalParentind then her Aauit, but

-.,.the' result will be quite d4:fferent. 'She mays:holler at min,

spank him or err ignore h m. (See Figure 35. In respon's'e

the boy may noX.cry ittaus- his Inadequate Feeling. Child has

become activated, and also because tension.ln his geedy:ehild.

is building O. -He reinaids hungry, at least fortjthe'time

Thusai cross0"transactiiln, somewhat different from.
,.,,,

.
. Berne's Use, 4..r the tAqiii. occurs because communication in the

'V' -' .,- .
.

.

..

sense of:beihg constrictively prob],em-solving oriented* breaks .-,

et

do eveniheughtAtransaction was parallel between Child -. .v
.

and arent ,4
.

.:,

. A'i' '
.

Assumptionj,V:--A tAd4action'is crossed .not only'ir it is

non-completOntary, + also-if.,the;:anticipated Ego State Rble

A in thp ot* is not 'iifficiently a5ti;ated. ' ...

Another pssible outdome of the ,abov- exam e is that bot
-

the,Critip Parent and .the NurturingParent of the mether,'`

f.

'a:
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may be _activated. In this, case she would feed him but-meght,
. . . - ,

,

harshly say something like, "Heretsyour.food but don't, sp.ill._

you ,alwayi fedb --, .

have an accompanying"Not OK" feelihg (See Figure 4).!\

Assumption VI: bevelopmentally the Child appears first and

Ss 'minimally`, befbre birth. .

.

Assumption'VII: The Adult may be 'primitively functional
-. .

f,

'before birth, but 'It makes its more.obvious appeArance'in

the fifibt'several weeks after' birtb,as'the -infant begins

exploring itself and its immediate environment, Life Space

(K. Lewin)'.

The Child and Adult are conceptualized in a somewhat, but ,
..

.
. .

n
..

ot strictly, traditi:onal.Way. The Child is the biological-
< :,

. . .
,

. .

system and includes feelings, remetbered feelings, and
'--' -

other experiences. The Adult includes
.

such' functions as

': sensory input, data-processing and storage, and probability,

estimating. Just 'as thefbetua.develops from a_sfngle,
.

' -relatively undIfferentl,ated fertiliZed egg into an increasing-
.

ly.more complex and differentited bio7system, so does each

of the Sub7Systdms, Afte :r.birth, th Child and Adult 'become
. . ,

inCreasinglyIlliore differentiated, which in turnincreapes.
the need for an organizational'struct re (K. Lewin).

.Assumption The'Parent is an outgr th of and

specialization of.the' Adult and appealrs'last both

evolutionarily and developmentally.
k

This is analogous to embryblogical development in which.pae,3,:...

eplblast and hypoblast appear first. The former develops into

the ectoderm while the, latter divides and develops'into,t.he

,.endoderm and mesoderm:

Assumption IX: The function of the Parent is to monitor and

',regulate behavior, initially in oneself and later in others also.

The Parent becomes ftinctional when the youn4ster is first

caPable'of making some value judgments about its own behavior

R.
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according to criteriat:has learned from significant others.
. .. .

The,Parent is a repositcryAof values, attitudes, obligations,
. . .

expectations and precOnceptionsi that are largely archaic in

that they were belleved and incorporated at an age whpn

the Adult was insufficiently developed and knoviledgeable to '

,examine them critically. they are useful to the extent that

they have adaptive and survival' Yalue:("Don:t ever play, near

that saber-toothed tiger's den again!".,"Don't point a .bOw

and arrow at anybody unless you intend to.kill him"):

' In part, education'consists in learning how'to examine

critically the archaic values,and attitudes present in the

Parent. As these are examined in,light ofcurr;ent facts

and experiences they may becomeincorporated into-the Adult.

Jerome Frank'S concepts'of the Atsumptivd World and Re-
.

interPneted History are relevent here. The Assumptive World

.consists of the largely unexamined (archaic) values and

attitudes (in the Parent) that influence and may render lets

effective (contaminate) intellectual functioning (of the

Adult). Re-Interpreted'History is related to the re-inter-

pretationor re - structuring of,pase events in the light

or how we presently percei/e those circumstances; this may .

or may not have contaminating qualities. The recent efforts

to state more accurately the role of the Blacks -in American

history is an example of non-contaminating Ile-interpreted' .

History.

Another function of the Parent is to make judgments about-the

'appropriateness of past, present or anticipated behavior,

jddged in the light of the consequences to both, the individual

and the group.

Mayr contends that an's early ancestors gradually >dame doiwn
4

from the trees in the tropical rain forests to compete mcirg

'effectively for'the dwindling and changing food supplies
4

resulting from changing climatic conditions. Man slowly ,

'eVoliVed into asocial darnivore, eventually hunting the large.

grazing anpals that ovupied.the savannas. To do this

41
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effectively necessitated an increased
tx
cuacity#for

planning and organizing communication

processes, and for co- operative effort. This last meant

that often it was essential for a member of the group to

forego the satisfaction'of his immediate needs in deferffde

to the welfare of-the group. An internal balancing- mechanism

was required, something that could successfully compete

with the strength and Immediacy of the individual's
4
basic

-biological and psychological drives and needs. The mechanism

had t.o be operative even wren the other group me bers-were

not present. v,, `4,

This mechanism,was the capacity to make judgments.about the

appropriateness-bf behavior and to- 6xperiencR feelings of

guilt if the behavior were contrary to the values of the

group. Guilt is defined as: the sensesof having crane some-

tIling contrary to prescribed beA":vior. §ince'guilt is. an

unpleasant experience, tqie desire:to avoid it would...help .

detercbehavior that would.jeopardize trie group's survival.

Assumption X:. Guilt, or more precisely a feeling of guilt,

has survival value and is related to man's history of having

been a social carnivore.

It early man had not developed this capacity to put the

common good ahgad of the individual.at times, he might never

have survivein his competitive stuggle for food. Thus

guilt had and;has survival value. If.the abpve analysis

is accurate, this.capacity relative;y recent develop--...

ment in evolutionary terms'. The locus for the initiation and

control of this judgment function would then be in the Most

ugently developed sections of the cerebral cortex although

other parts of thebrain would also be involved in t-he

experiencing of feeling's of guilt.

As with most human characteristics that are the result of.the

interaction between genetic and environmental factors
7

(intelligence, weight, musical ability, tor example) it

t\
.
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seems probable that the overall capacity for and the actual

experiencingofgunt are not eaually present in all

members of the species. Same individuals are born with a.

greater capacity, for experiencing guilt, which maylpe

further increased by environmental factors' (training).

These individuals may be the "guilt-ridden neurotics' that

are seen clinically. In contrast, some individuals, such

as psychopaths, are,barn with a serioua.deficiency in their

capacity to experience guilt:

Kortlandt contends that wolves,, and their cousins, dogs, .

have the capacity td experienae,cguilt'because oo are

or have been social carnivores, whereas feli es probably

,dp not experience guilt feelings. Whil pr sently there is

`--no,known way to ask a .dog if he feels gui and to get an,

answer, at the risk or anthropomorphizing, a dog certainly

"loot s" guilty when it.hasjust done or i'about'4o,do

P

something of which its.. owner disapproves. Typically, cat- : ,

. ,.. ..

owners do not describe their pets in this fadhion. ,

,
. ,

. .
( ,-

,..

While gUilt:fs thus seen as having value in 1.igat:

of man's evolutionary history, serious excess ar. -. .

deffciency of-itArould be maladaptive,
.

An excess molts ,

. . .; .

!inea,person!s,reluctance t.c5 satisfvedmfort4b1se legitimate
_ .

.

indiytplual needs (a 'pardon me fof living".:attitude4 a.,....- %.
.i . 'A..,

`deficienCy results.in an 'individual'isatisTying all needs

regardless of the. consequences to othe'rs (a "to hell with,

everyone else" attitude). . .
... ...

, . .
..,'. .

Assumption XI:' For each major"4nit of the Child-there is

a corresponding and recipropal unit of the Parent.
t

Examples of this are Needy Child, and Nurturing. Parent; and

Inad9quate Feeling Child and Critical Parent. This

reciprocity of ,roles and functioning is related to the

gestalt concsept of getting in touch.withthe opposites within
.

us.
.

..
. .

Parents need to teach their offspring effectively what

petentkally dangerous situations .to avoid. 'Plant.411ment Is

w . - #

1
C

- r

.,r'
',LA.

j
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an effective way to teach a lesson although it is..not the

only or always the Dest way. When the infant, or grown -up,

is punishedf,ideally the intent-is to eradicate behavior
which at that time is detrimental to the individ46.1and/or

group welfare. The infant and, to a lesserexherit,

adoleSce nt and groWn-up, need the approvalof other members

of the 'group fore survival and are thus fearful or, being
4

abandoned or rejectedby the .group Tor disapproved. behavior..
-This is seem as existential anxiety. -If.the youngster

t

feels
'

inadequate, that is, incapable ofgaining 'conditional love;
it will modify its behayior to gain the desiredapprovat,

in order: to survive. .
...

t

: . .:4-.
Assumption III: The survival fUnctionof the Critical 1))airent

.is to prevent'and control behaVior which might leii,dita

existential anxiety.

This reciprocity CI Critical Parerit and Inadequate. Feeling

Child has.to do-with the grown -ups' response to the infant's

utter dependency and its'need for a prolonged nurturing,

trainingand eduCatiodal program.' This response may be
referred to as Conditional Love:_ Because parents too need

the contThuing ap pro141 of the group, they are threatened

.if their offspring does thin0 unacceptable to or, dangerous
to the group. Thus, their Inadequate Feeling Child is

activated, which, intturn,:actpatet their Critical Parent,'

2nd they take steps to moo4fy their-oflicpring'sbehavior.

,As mentioned previously, the Needy 041d activates empathi-

cally the Nurturing Parent in the "concerned others". :This c

is necessary in all mammals and other animals''in which the

hewhprn needs. caringfor4. If the mother ,does not respond to

her young's need for food, the young would not survi . In

1sb-called lower animals) those that appeared sooner o the.

.

,evolutionary scene, this, response is largely instinctual
. .

and the behavior it usually stereotypic. In man', in whom

there alce few instinctu'al.responses, there is an :analagdu5'
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mechanism; the precise nature of which is as -yet unclear.,

IV is tentatively referred to as empathy; i.e., the capacity

to respond to the, felt need of the other.

Assumption XIII: The survival function of the Nurturing Parent

is to respond to the felt need of the other, i.e. Needy Child

Those individuals in whom thli response is lacking or seriously

deficient, are continually being bred out of the species.

In addition'to the genetic nature of the nurturing response,

learning also plays a significant role. A mother may put

her hungr,y infant to her breast, but any responsible and

"concerned other" can also feed her infant with,a bottle.

Males as well as females have a Nurturing Parent role.

,Although males lack the necessary biological equipment to

,satisfy the infant's biological hunger directly, they are

capable of other nurturing behavior.

A photograph appeared several months ago in some newspapers

and news magazines. It represents the prototype of a

Nurturing Parent role; but as a photograph its Meaning goea

far beyond that. It also typifies that rare hUman response,

Unconditional Love, the capacity% .to give of oneself without

reservation,in the Caring for the other. The caption reads,,

°Making a futile demand'on her own emaciated body, an African

mother tries vainly to,nurse son, near death from starvation

in drought-stricken Mauretania".

0 ,

It is a debatable question if there is such a thins as innate

"Mother Love" or more generfcally "Parental Love". Reflecting

my, male bias, I don't want to be left out. However, it seems

probable that women, as a group, have a greater capacity for

experiencing paregtal love than men. There seems to be some

people of both sexes who are significantly deficient this

qualitywhile others seem to have an abUndance of it. The

capacity for caring or nurturing, like guilt,is presumed to

be a function of both genetic and environmental factors. Thus,

it would variably be present in all memb rs of the species.

VOW

1
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Harlow's experiments with monkeys do not necessarily deminstrate

that emale monkeys lIck an _nnat-e-Tiurturtng resnonse but

onl that certain.cOnditions are necessary for this capacity

to deVelop%

In addition tolthe Inadequate Feeling Child: Critical Parent and

Needy Nurturing Parent, examples of other reciprocal

roles of the Child and Parent are Cdrious Child: Teaching Parent.

and Belie ving Child: Preaching Parent.

Regarding the latter, Waddington states that "...man is born

to believe". This statement is made in the context ,of his

discussion of the long period. of dependency of the human from

infancy through adolescence and the absence of instinctual

responses to a large variety of environmental situations. While

experience may be a great teacher,-the learning process
4

sometimes proves fatal. If the human youngster had to learn

everything through direct, personal experience, it just would

not survive. Thus, the young (and to some extent the older)

human has to "believe " -to survive. He has t6 believe that

someone else has the answer, since his intellectpal ability

and experience are inadquate fOr.him to reason out the,most

apprbpriate responses to a large number of unfamiliar situations.

He also has to believe that soNcthing which happened in the past,

that he did not experience is "ti-ue".

Like most other' qualities, a moderate amount of faith is

desirable, but too Mich or too little is undesirable.

The extent to whiCh we all, at times, believe rather blindly,aud'

,unquestioningly in religious, political and even scientifid

dogmhS all too clearly demonstrates both the universality of this.

characteristic in man and the maladaptiqe effect when 4-is

misdirected.. While it is natural and adaptive for man to

believe, so too'is it natural to question, since this pertits .

man to try different responses to new and changing situations

in the onstant quest for finding more adaptive respgnses.

i\ssumpti:841 XIV: The functions of all Ego Sub- Systems and Ego

State Roles involve survival behaviors of the organism in

its interaction'with'its natural and cultural environment.

5
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The 'exploratiori of the survival values of other human

characteristics such as .deptiession and the unconscious, are

beyond the scone of this paper,-but these arf seRn as being

inextricably related, to the evolution of the human brain,

which, in turn,'is related to man's_ constant attempt to
2

adjust to an ever changing envirorimVnt Man,(Xike all
dor

. other species, ip a natural experament, a balance of the

'strengths and weaknesses in the struggle for survival.

But, he uniquely ,responds to the supportive and hostile
, -

elements. of both his natural and cultuival environment. Manl's

recorded history sugge'sts that he has4Ween more successful

lately in modifying his environment and therepre influencing
!this culture than in genetically adapting to these modifications.

I

V

A

i

: o



Figure 1 .

L

.KEY TO SYMBOLS

CN Needy Child

PN Nurturing Parent

CIF Inadequate.Feelin-gChild

PC Critical Parent

Son MOther

;Figure, 4
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